Abstract. We derive the spectral types of the cool giants in about 100 symbiotic systems. Our classification is mainly based on near IR spectra in order to avoid the contamination of the spectrum by the nebula and the hot component in the visual region. The accuracy of our spectral types is approximately one spectral subclass, similar to previous near IR classification work, and much better than visual spectral type estimates.
Introduction
Symbiotic stars are closely related to the cataclysmic variables, in the sense that a white dwarf's activity is triggered by mass transfer from a cool companion star. But the cool star in symbiotic systems is a giant rather than a dwarf as in the case of cataclysmic systems. The orbits of symbiotic systems are correspondingly wide (P > 200 d). The nature of the interactions and of the activity of the white dwarf are still a matter of debate. In any case the fundamental characteristics of the red giant donor are certainly an important factor. The spectral type of red giant branch or asymptotic giant branch stars is strongly correlated with stellar radius and probably also with mass loss. Both, radius and mass loss are important parameters in interacting binaries. Thus, a significant sample of accurate spectral classifications may clarify some aspects of the interaction processes in symbiotic stars.
Spectral classifications of cool giants of symbiotic systems are widely scattered in the literature. A compilation of early classifications is given in Allen (1982) . However, these spectral types are based on various classification criteria and their quality is often rather crude. Sophisticated and devoted classification work has been published by Kenyon & Fernández-Castro (1987) and Schulte-Ladbeck (1988) . These papers are, however, restricted to about three dozen bright objects. Recent classifications can be found in the extended lists of Medina Tanco & Steiner (1995) , Harries & Howarth (1996) , and Miko lajewska et al. (1997) . These studies employed, however, spectra with restricted resolution or spectral coverage which may cause some larger uncertainties in the resulting spectral types.
Determining the spectral types of cool giants in symbiotic systems is complicated by the composite nature of the spectra. Often the blue spectral region, according to which the classification of "normal" stars is traditionally done, is strongly contaminated by light from the circumstellar nebula and/or from the hot companion. Therefore, the spectral classification of cool giants in symbiotic systems should be done in the near IR region, which offers a number of decisive advantages: -In the near IR the cool star is usually the dominant spectral component while the contributions from the nebula and from the hot star decrease towards longer wavelengths. -The near IR is full of telltale molecular bands formed in the atmosphere of the cool giant. These bands are temperature sensitive and well suited for spectral classification. -In the near IR the red giants are bright enough to be observed with relatively short exposure times.
After describing the spectroscopic data in Sect. 2, we derive in Sect. 3 the spectral types for the cool giants in about 100 symbiotic systems. We compare our results with previous studies and discuss the accuracy of our classification. Supplementary spectral types are taken from the literature and are included in a catalogue (Sect. 4, Table 5 ) which contains spectral types for the cool giants in about 170 systems (about 95% of all known symbiotic systems). In Sects. 5 and 6 we discuss properties of the distribution of the spectral types of the cool giants in symbiotic binaries and correlations between the spectral types and other system parameters. Considerations on the evolution of symbiotic binaries are presented in Sect. 7. Section 8 summarizes our results and conclusions.
Observations
Most of our data are low resolution near IR spectra of symbiotic stars. For the purpose of spectral classification, they have been complemented by a set of comparison standard star spectra. Supplementary spectra in the blue wavelength region are employed for the spectral classification of about ten symbiotic systems, which have cool giants without strong molecular bands in the near IR. The data were collected in the course of several observing runs with various instruments. The following subsections describe these instruments and the spectra obtained. A combined log of our data is given in Table 1 .
ESO 1.5 m
The largest dataset (targets and spectral standard stars) was acquired in 1992 with the 1.52 m telescope of the European Southern Observatory (ESO) in La Silla, Chile.
The telescope was equipped with the Boller & Chivens spectrograph and a 2k Ford Aerospace CCD (ESO #24).
With grating #19 a wavelength coverage of approximately 6900 − 10 700Å was achieved with a resolution of ∆λ ≈ 4Å. An OG570 filter isolated the first spectral order.
With the same telescope, R.E. Schulte-Ladbeck had observed some systems already in 1987. She kindly made these data available to us.
OHP 1.93 m
Medium resolution spectra of northern symbiotic systems were taken at the Observatoire de Haute-Provence (OHP) in France. The spectra were obtained during six observing runs in 1988 January, June, August and December, and in 1989 May and August. We used the CARELEC spectrograph attached to the Cassegrain focus of the 1.93 m telescope. A grating with a dispersion of 33Å/mm and a RCA CCD were used, giving a resolution of 1Å/pixel or a FWHM of ≈ 1.8Å for the lines of a neon calibration lamp. The observed spectral range was 8400Å − 8900Å except for the first run where the range was 8200Å − 8700Å.
Additional observations were made in August 1989 with the same equipment, but with a lower resolution grating (dispersion of 260Å/mm). This provided spectra with a resolution of about 8Å/pixel or a FWHM of ≈ 15Å and a spectral coverage of 7000Å − 11000Å.
During the night of August 19, 1989 we have also taken spectra in the blue wavelength region with the 130Å/mm grating. These data cover the wavelength range 3550Å − 5550Å with a resolution of about 7Å (FWHM) or 4Å/pixel. These spectra are useful for the classification of symbiotic systems with G-or K-type giants, namely AG Dra, S190, V741 Per and He2-467. published a spectropolarimetric survey of symbiotic stars. Their Stokes I spectra are suited for our analysis as well. A detailed description of the observations can be found in their paper.
ESO 3.6 m and 4.2 m WHT

ANU 2.3 m
Additional spectra of southern symbiotic systems were collected during the nights of April 29 and 30, 1994 with the V704 Cen, He2-104, He2-106, BD-21.3873, He2-127, Hen1092, Hen1103, HD 330 036, He2-139, W16-202, He2-147, Wray1470, He2-171, Hen1213, He2-173, He2-176, Hen1242 , AS210, HK Sco, CL Sco, V455 Sco, Hen1342, AS221, Hen1410, SSM1, H1-36, AS255, V2416 Sgr, H2-38, SS129, V615 Sgr, Hen1591, AS276, V2506 Sgr, SS141, Y CrA, V2756 Sgr, He2-374, AR Pav, V3811 Sgr, AS316, AS327, FN Sgr, V919 Sgr, Ap3-1, Hen1761, RR Tel, CD-43.14304 + spectral standards (cf. Fig. 1 . Typical near IR spectra of s-type symbiotic systems containing an M-giant. The uppermost curve shows the spectrum of a system with a late M-giant (AS221, M7.5); the middle displays the M3.5 spectrum of HK Sco; the bottom spectrum is an early M-type (Hen1342, M0). The indicated TiO band heads (dotted lines) are used in the analysis. For clarity we left a gap at the location of the strongest absorptions from the telluric A band (λ7593) in order to illustrate the spectral characteristics of the TiO λ7589 band Australian National University (ANU) 2.3 m Telescope operated by the Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatory (MSSSO). We used the Double Beam Spectrograph (DBS), which splits the incoming light into a blue and a red arm with separate CCD detectors.
For the red arm a grating with 158 lines/mm provided a resolution of about 4Å/pixel or a FWHM of ≈ 8Å for the lines of a HeAr calibration lamp. The wavelength range covered was 6300Å − 10 300Å.
The blue arm of the DBS recorded simultaneously with the near infrared data a spectrum from 3300Å to 5300Å with a resolution of about 6Å (FWHM) using a grating with 300 lines/mm. For our study we selected only the blue spectra of systems with a G or K type giant, where a spectral classification in the near infrared based on TiO bands was impossible. This sample consists of AS201, Wray157, S190, HD 330 036, BD-21.3873, and CD-43.14304 .
Spectral classification
3.1. TiO bands in M-type and late K-type giants M-type and late K-type stars show prominent TiO bands in the near IR (cf. Fig. 1 ). It is well established that the strengths of these bands correlate tightly with spectral type (e.g. Keenan & Hynek 1945; Sharpless 1956; Ramsey 1981; Kenyon & Fernández-Castro 1987; Schild et al. 1992 ). Kenyon & Fernández-Castro (1987) and Schulte-Ladbeck (1988) succesfully classified symbiotic spectra using these bands. We basically apply their methods to a larger sample of targets. For our classification we use the depths of the heads of the strong TiO bands at λλ7054, 7589, 8432, 8859, and 9209.
We determined the spectral types by comparing the strengths of the TiO band heads of the target stars to those of the spectral standards. We either carried out the comparison "by eye", or we judged the ratio of the two spectra. Figure 2 shows an example. In this procedure we payed particular attention to the different spectral resolution and spectral coverage of our spectra. Especially the spectral types derived from the low resolution (∆λ = 15Å) spectra taken during the run at OHP on JD 47754 should be considered with caution, as numerous weak emission lines may veil the molecular absorptions. Fortunately, the majority of these observations can be checked with higher resolution spectra, which were taken two days later.
The standard stars we used are listed in Table 2 . We selected them from the catalogue of Keenan & McNeil (1989) . A classification system restricted to "half" subtypes (i.e. M0, M0.5, M1...) is sufficiently refined for our purposes. We therefore coarsened Keenan & McNeil's classification. The adopted subtypes are given in the third column of Table 2 . Keenan & McNeil's classification did not yield a perfect sequence as far as the behaviour of the near IR TiO bands is concerned. This can be due to variability, especially at the latest types. It is, however, also possible that the IR features do not behave exactly as the features in the blue region that are used classically. We reached a continuous sequence by adopting a slightly different spectral type for VY Leo.
K subtypes are not used consistently in the literature (Jaschek & Jaschek 1987) . We adopted the subtypes K0, K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, and K7. For HD 90 362 which is classified K6 by Keenan & McNeil we adopted K7.
Strong nebular emission is present in many symbiotic systems and may contribute a noticeable fraction to the continuum radiation. This nebular radiation weakens the absorption of the TiO bands relative to the overall (middle), and M7 (top). For the purpose of comparison, all curves are arbitrarily scaled. Evidently, the TiO bands of Y CrA are not satisfactorily compensated by division by a M5 spectrum, while they are over-compensated with the M7 standard, and the best result is reached with the M6 standard. The strong features above 8950Å are due to telluric absorptions continuum and mimics an earlier spectral subtype. To avoid this source of error we had to correct the spectra of the symbiotic giants for the nebular contribution, before comparing them with the standard stars. The nebular continuum contribution, F neb , was determined from the equivalent width W (P14) of the H i Paschen emission line P14 λ8598. According to photoionization models (see e.g. Osterbrock 1989) nebular emission alone produces an equivalent width W (P14) ≈ 30Å relative to the nebular continuum. Thus, the nebular continuum flux around λ8600 is F neb = F tot · W (P14)/30Å, where F tot is the sum of the continuum fluxes of the nebula and the cool giant at this wavelength. In correcting the overall spectrum we neglected the spectral variation of the nebular continuum flux F neb , which is rather flat in the range of interest. In only a few cases, the correction for the nebular contribution altered the measured strength of the TiO bands noticeably. Table 3 summarizes the classifications derived from the selected 5 TiO band heads. The objects are ordered according to their right ascension, like in the catalogues of Allen (1984) and Kenyon (1986) . A long dash "-" means that the respective band is not visible because it is a) not present or too weak to be measured, b) not covered by the observations, c) evidently filled by nebular emission as the presence of bands at longer wavelengths indicates, -M5  --M5  47 377  --M5  --M5  47 508  --M4  --M4  47 756  --M4  --M4  R Aqr  47 161  --M8  --M8 H1-36 show photometric variations and dust emission in the IR typical of mira type stars (Whitelock 1987 ) they should contain a rather late M-type giant. Therefore, we suppose that in these four systems the cool star is obscured by dust, so that its light cannot compete with the nebular emission. Very little is known about SSM1.
Spectral types from different TiO bands. In Fig. 3 we compare the spectral types derived from the different TiO band heads. It is apparent that the spectral classification derived from the TiO band λ7054 is systematically shifted by about two spectral subclasses towards earlier types, when compared with the TiO bands at longer wavelengths. The bands λλ7589, 8432, 8859, and 9209 correlate very well. Already Kenyon & Fernández-Castro (1987) had noticed that the molecular absorptions at shorter wavelengths mimic earlier spectral types for the giants in symbiotic systems. The observed inconsistency is possibly explained by assuming significant contamination of the λ7054 TiO band by nebular emission. The bands at longer wavelengths are expected to be much less affected due to the rapid increase in brightness of the red giant towards the IR. For the final classification given in the last column of Table 3 , we "averaged" the results from the TiO bands λλ7589, 8432, 8859, and 9209. Due to the above described effect, the band at λ7054 is only considered where the other bands are not available.
Comparison with published classifications
In Fig. 4 we compare our classification with publications that contain a certain number of objects in common with us. The top panel shows that our results correlate well with those of Kenyon & Fernández-Castro (1987) and Schulte-Ladbeck (1988) . Their classifications differ on average less than 0.8 spectral subtypes from ours. We take this as a measure for the reliability of our classification. Note that non-negligible differences have to be expected due to the intrinsic spectral variability of mira systems. The spectral types of a few systems may also be affected by outbursting hot components which may lower unexpectedly the absorption contrast of the molecular absorptions (see Sect. 3.3) . Further, we cannot exclude the possibility of small variationes (< 1 subclass) due to e.g. irradiation or tidal effects. The good agreement with Schulte-Ladbeck (1988) is not so surprising as she employed a similar technique and similar spectral data as in this work. Kenyon & Fernández-Castro (1987) employed for their classification work molecular bands between 6000Å and 8000Å. They noticed, as in this work, the veiling problem in the shorter wavelength bands. The good agreement with our work indicates that their careful consideration of this problem Harries & Howarth (1996, ♦) , and Miko lajewska et al. (1997, ) overcame the disadvantage of using a spectral range that does not reach very far into the IR.
The results of Medina Tanco & Steiner (1995), Harries & Howarth (1996) , and Miko lajewska et al. (1997) differ significantly from ours in the average by roughly 2 subclasses (Fig. 4) . These authors based their classification mainly on spectral features at shorter wavelengths and/or used insufficient spectral resolution. Presumably, the scatter in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 is at least partly caused by the veiling problem for red giants in symbiotic systems as discussed previously. The tendency of spectral types towards an earlier classification supports this interpretation.
Temporal variability
Several systems have been observed more than once. This allows to search for spectral variations. We can detect variability only in systems with strong changes exceeding two spectral subtypes. We find in Table 3 seven such variable systems, namely AX Per, He2-38, He2-127, BF Cyg, RR Tel, and HBV 475.
The systems He2-38, He2-127, and RR Tel contain mira variables as cool giants (see Whitelock 1987) and changes of the spectral type related to pulsation are therefore expected. The spectra of AX Per and BF Cyg were taken during a Z And-type outburst phase. A comparison with V -band light curves of AX Per and BF Cyg from the AFOEV (Association Francaise des Observateurs d'Étoiles Variables) reveals a correlation between the spectral type and the system brightness. We obtained for AX Per a spectral type of M5 at magnitude m V = 11. m 5, M6 at m V = 10.
m 5, but M3.5 and M4 during maximum brightness (m V = 9. m 5). Similarly, we find M7 for BF Cyg at m V = 11. m 8, M4.5 at m V = 11. m 0, and M3.5 and M4.5 near maximum (m V = 10. m 4). Thus, we registered weaker TiO band absorptions during outburst. This effect can be explained by the additional continuum contribution of the hot (outbursting) companion, which lowers the absorption contrast of the TiO bands. Another explanation is that the hot star heats up the red giant atmosphere. However, this effect cannot be very strong as no significant changes in the IR bands of the cool giant are seen during such outbursts (e.g. Munari et al. 1992) . It is interesting to note that also Kenyon & Fernández-Castro (1987) found for a given symbiotic system weaker absorptions (i.e. earlier spectral types) when the target was bright.
The variations we find for HBV475 are probably not real. The much earlier spectral type (M1 − M3) obtained for the run on JD 47754 (see Table 5 ) is most likely a spurious result. The reason is the limited resolution of that spectrum (∆λ = 15Å), which fails to resolve the stellar absorptions from the rich and strong emission line spectrum of HBV475. Note that we derived a spectral type of M7 from a higher resolution spectrum (∆λ = 2Å) taken just two days later. This example is a clear warning that spectral types from lower resolution spectra have to be considered cautiously. In our case, this concernes the run at JD 47754.
We conclude that significant and real changes in the cool giant's spectral type are seen only in systems containing mira variables. Our data set is, however, not sufficiently homogeneous and systematic to search for small spectral type variations (≤ 1 spectral subtype) intrinsic to the cool giant, which may be caused by e.g. irradiation effects, tidal interaction or outburst activity. 
Classification of the yellow symbiotics
The spectral classification based on near IR TiO bands fails for cool giants with spectral types earlier than K5. For these objects we analyze spectra taken in the blue wavelength region.
Fortunately, the observed G and K giants are sufficiently bright in the blue wavelength region, such that the veiling by the nebular continuum emission can be neglected. Thus we can use the known line ratio criteria for the spectral classification (Keenan & McNeil 1976; Yamashita et al. 1977; Jaschek & Jaschek 1987) . However, the blue spectra of the symbiotic giants are still contaminated by strong emission lines, mainly H and He recombination and nebular [O iii] emission lines (see Fig. 5 ). This prevents particularly the use of criteria based on hydrogen lines. Due to the moderate resolution of our spectra, we are additionally limited to strong spectral features. In view of these restrictions we confined our classification to the spectral types G0, G5, K0, and K2 similar to the system of the HD catalogue. As main classification criteria we use the G band, which is strongest for G5, Ca i λ4227, which increases steadily from G0 to K7, and Fe i λ4405 which is only strong in K types. In addition we consider also the absorption features of Fe i, Sr ii, and other species as secondary indicators. Because our classification relies relatively strongly on the CH band we point out that our classification may be inaccurate for stars with peculiar abundance patterns (e.g. carbon rich or carbon deficient objects).
In our sample we identify a very homogeneous group consisting of V741 Per, Wray157, AS201 and S190. All of them exhibit a very strong CH-band and relatively weak lines from Ca i and Fe i. Therefore we assign to them a spectral type of G5. HD 330 036 exhibits a very similar absorption spectrum except for the CH-band which is substantially weaker than in the previous group. From the Fe i, Ca i and Sr ii lines alone and assuming that the weak CH-band is due to an abundance anomaly we adopt for this star as well a spectral type of G5.
BD-21.3873 and AG Dra have a relatively weak CH-band and strong features of Ca i and Fe i λ4405 compatible with a K2 classification. In the spectrum of He2-467 the Fe i lines are stronger than in AG Dra or BD-21.3873 while Ca i λ4226 is rather weak. Again, this could be an abundance effect as both, BD-21.3873 and AG Dra are known to be metal poor objects (Smith et al. 1996 (Smith et al. , 1997 . Based on these considerations we assign a spectral type K0 to He2-467. In the spectrum of CD-43.14304 we see clearly a weak TiO absorption band at λ4955. This suggests a spectral type of K7 in contradiction to the type listed in Table 3 .
Symbiotic carbon stars
S32, AS210, and SS38 show strong CN absorptions bands which indicate unambiguously that they contain a cool giant of spectral type C. For carbon stars the strength of the molecular bands depends not only on the photospheric temperature but also strongly on the carbon abundance (e.g. Keenan & Morgan 1941; Yamashita 1972 ). Because we do not possess the respective standard star spectra we abstain from a detailed classification. Nonetheless, the overall spectra indicate that the giant in S32 is an early C star (see also Schmid 1994) , while AS210 and SS38 contain late C stars, which are probably mira variables (Whitelock 1987) .
Catalogue of spectral types for the cool giants in symbiotic systems
In Table 5 we present a catalogue of spectral types for the cool components in symbiotic systems. The catalogue is mainly based on our classifications described in the previous Section. For those objects where we found different spectral types for different observations, we entered in Table 5 the "average". For objects not covered by our own observations we adopt published spectral types when available. We believe most literature classification to be less accurate than our own, the exceptions being the spectral types from Schulte-Ladbeck (1988) and Kenyon & Fernández-Castro (1987) (see the discussion in Sect. 3.2). The catalogue contains 179 entries, of which 172 objects have a spectral classification for the cool giant. In this work, we classified 97 objects, many for the first time.
The catalogue includes the following objects:
-all systems contained in the catalogue of Allen (1984) , including the "possible symbiotic stars"; -all additional objects listed in Miko lajewska et al. (1997) ; -the systems identified by Cieslinski et al. (1994 Cieslinski et al. ( , 1997 Cieslinski et al. ( , 1998 ; -all systems in the Magellanic Clouds included in the Paper by Mürset et al. (1996) ; -in addition: MWC560 (Michalitsianos et al. 1991) , S32 and S190 (Downes & Keyes 1988) , and LMC N19 (Morgan 1996) .
We did not attempt to present a complete list of all objects claimed to be symbiotic in the literature since we suppose that some identifications would require closer reinspection which is beyond the present scope. The catalogue gives also the classification into s-, d-, and d -types according to the IR colors (see Webster & Allen 1975; Allen 1982) . The s-types show in the IR a normal continuum of a cool giant, while d-and d -types show strong dust emission. The s-types contain non-variable red giants and typically have binary periods of P ≈ 1−3 years. d-type systems probably all contain a mira variable as cool component and have probably very long orbital periods P > 20 yr. The d -types have several special properties, the most conspicuous of which is the presence of a F-to early K-type giant instead of a cooler star.
The IR classifications given in Table 5 are adopted from Allen (1984) , Miko lajewska et al. (1997) , and Mürset et al. (1996) , with a few exceptions: V417 Cen was classified d by Van Winckel et al. (1994) . He2-147 is of type d according to Whitelock (1987) . Hen1591 is classified as d-type by Allen (1984) ; however, in view of the early spectral type d seems to be more appropriate. In the catalogue there are 133 s-types, 30 d-types, 7 d -types and 9 objects with no IR classification.
Distribution of spectral types
It is instructive to compare the distribution of spectral types of the cool giants in symbiotic systems and that of giants in the solar neighbourhood. For this we restrict our sample to galactic objects, thus excluding the 13 Magellanic Cloud systems and Draco C-1. A discussion of the spectral types of the cool giants in the Magellanic Cloud systems in relation to galactic systems can be found in Mürset et al. (1996) .
Normal M-giants versus miras and other types
Among the 165 galactic objects we count 129 M-type stars, including 27 d-type systems. There are 15 s-type and 5 d -type systems with a spectral type earlier than M. Further we have 3 systems with late type carbon stars (UV Aur, SS38, and AS210) and 2 systems with early type carbon stars (UKS-Ce1, S32). From these figures we conclude: -Spectral types: 80% of the objects contain a M or late C star, which indicates that symbiotic giants have a Table 6The dashed line shows the distribution of M giants in the HIPPARCOS catalogue very late spectral type. A substantial fraction of the earlier types seems to belong to the halo population (e.g. Schmid & Nussbaumer 1993; Smith et al. 1996 Smith et al. , 1997 , implying that they constitute a distinct subclass of the symbiotics. -Variability: the relative frequency of mira type stars is much larger among symbiotic giants than among the giants of the solar neighbourhood. While only 3 out of the 122 giants in the HIPPARCOS sample (to be discussed in the next Section) are mira variables, 27 symbiotics (= 16%) are d-types which probably all contain a mira. -Chemical peculiarities: With 5 out of 167 the fraction of carbon rich symbiotic systems is comparable to the ratio between C and M giants in the solar neighbourhood. It is well known that the number ratio of C to M field giants is much higher in the Magellanic Clouds than in the Galaxy (e.g. Blanco et al. 1978) . Correspondingly, a much larger C-star fraction among the symbiotic systems was obtained for the Magellanic Clouds by Mürset et al. (1996) , who found 6 carbonrich systems out of the 11 objects that could be classified. Thus, the frequency of carbon-rich symbiotic systems seems to reflect just the number ratio of C to M giants of the parent galaxy. Barium-star type abundance anomalies are measured or strongly suspected in the four systems S32, UKSCe1, AG Dra and BD-21.3873 (see Schmid 1994; Smith et al. 1996 Smith et al. , 1997 . There is no S-star known in a symbiotic system. Figure 6 displays the distribution of M-type giants in 79 symbiotic systems based on our classifications given in the third column of Table 5 . Classifications from the literature are not included in order to have a homogenous data set. Figure 6 emphasizes the differences between d-and stypes. The spectral class distribution of the d-types peaks around M6 about one subclass later than for the s-types. We found no red giant with a spectral type earlier than M4 in a dust-rich system. The differences in the spectral type distribution of s-and d-types reflects the basic property of the IR classification, which segregates the more evolved, high mass-loss giants in the d-type systems from the s-types which contain less extreme giants.
Distribution of M-subtypes
M-subtypes in the solar neighbourhood
The distribution of spectral types of M-giants in the solar neighbourhood d < 150 pc is derived from the HIPPARCOS catalogue (ESA 1997) . A sample of M giants was selected according to the following HIPPARCOS parameters: large parallax (π > 6.667 mas), red colors (V − I > 1. m 5), spectral classification M, and large intrinsic brightness (M Hp = Hp+5 log(π[mas])−10 m < 3 m ). Hp is the mean magnitude in the broad band HIPPARCOS filter. This criterion separates the giants from the dwarfs. It also ensures a very high degree of sample completeness and helps to avoid that faint and probably more distant objects with large parallax errors enter the sample. According to these criteria we found 122 objects.
Before proceeding, we performed various tests to check for sample completeness. We found only one object, the mira variable R Cas (HIP118188), with a parallax of 9.4 mas, which failed to fulfill the above criteria. The reason is the inappropriate Hp-magnitude for this large amplitude variable with a magnitude range from 5. m 1 − 9. m 3. The Hp-magnitude is a median magnitude of all HIPPARCOS photometric measurements. Due to unfortunate sampling of the R Cas light curve the mean value Hp = 8. m 7 is close to the minimum brightness and the corresponding absolute magnitude does not conform with the M Hp < 3 m limit. In the following we include also this object in our sample. Further we excluded two objects, an M-supergiant (α Ori), and a faint M-giant without spectral subtype (M...) and large parallax error. Thus there remain 121 M-giants in the sample.
This sample includes 11 objects with variability flag 3 in the HIPPARCOS catalogue, which indicates large amplitude (∆Hp > 0. m 6) variables. 3 out of these 11 objects are in fact mira-variables, namely o Cet, R Leo and R Cas (see also van Leeuven et al. 1997) . Most of the other objects in this variability group are classified as semi-regular variables.
The distribution of spectral subtypes among the selected M-giants is shown in Fig. 6 . For classifications with half subclasses (e.g. M3/4 III), we have chosen alternatively the earlier or the later full subclass. Median spectral types are adopted for the two mira variables o Cet and R Leo, for which the catalogue gives a range in spectral type (e.g. M5 − M9 = M7). Fig. 7 . Orbital periods as a function of the spectral type of the cool binary components. The symbols denote different activity classes: recurrent novae (×), variables with Z And type outbursts ( ), symbiotic novae (♦), and objects without recorded strong outbursts ( ). The full line markes the period limit discussed in the text, the dashed line connects the relatively widest systems 5.2.2. Symbiotic giants vs. field giants Figure 6 shows that the distribution of spectral types for the cool giants in symbiotic systems (present classifications only) differs strongly from the distribution of field giants in the solar neighbourhood. As already noticed by Allen (1980) , there exists in symbiotic systems a very strong bias in favour of late spectral types (≥ M5) when compared to the field giants. With our improved and more comprehensive classification we find an even stronger bias than Allen discovered. The number ratio between late (≥ M5) and early (< M5) type M giants is 1.7 for the giants in symbiotic systems but only 0.36 for the giants in the solar neighbourhood. Late M-stars and mira-type variables exhibit larger radii and much stronger mass loss than early M giants. Large radius and high mass loss for the cool component are possibly key ingredients for triggering symbiotic activity on a white dwarf companion. We suggest that this could explain the high frequency of late M giants and mira variables among symbiotic giants. Fig. 8 . The distance of the inner Lagrangian point, 1, versus the cool star's radius, R, as determined from the spectral type, for M-type systems. Symbols are as in Fig. 7 . The dotted lines denote 1 = R, 1 = 2 · R, and 1 = 4 · R, respectively 6. Spectral type and orbital period For M giants, the spectral type is strongly correlated with mass loss, temperature, and radius (see e.g. Reimers 1975; Dyck et al. 1996; . Stellar radius and mass loss are known to be key parameters for triggering interaction phenomena in binaries. As we have now a large sample of accurate spectral types for the cool giants in symbiotic systems at hand we can search for correlations with binary parameters and outburst properties.
We searched the literature for orbital parameters. We found orbital periods for about 30 systems whereas additional parameters are less frequently determined. The periods are listed in Table 6 . About half of the periods are determined from radial velocity measurements, the other half is deduced from periodic brightness variations that are supposed to be due to the binary revolution (see also Miko lajewska 1997).
In Fig. 7 we plot the periods from Table 6 versus the respective spectral types from Table 5 . The shortest period system, at the lower right corner of the plot, is the symbiotic recurrent nova T CrB. T CrB is an extra-ordinary Table 6 . Published orbital periods of symbiotic systems. The activity classes are labeled in the following way: ClSS = Z And type outbursts (classical symbiotic variables); SyNe = symbiotic novae; SyRNe = recurrent novae; stable = no strong outburst is recorded (to our knowledge) Kenyon (1996a) symbiotic, and we will discuss it further below. Neglecting this object for the moment, we discover that the systems that contain an M giant cluster in Fig. 7 on a straight line. While there are some system above this line, there is none far below. Therefore, the line represents a minimum orbital period, P min , for symbiotic systems of a given spectral type. The line that is drawn in the figure corresponds to the formula
where S stands for the M subtype (e.g. S = 3 for spectral type M3). This limit can be interpreted in terms of binary geometry, because the spectral type is related to the radius R of the giant and the period is related to the binary separation:
-Radii of cool M giants of different spectral subtypes are given by . We adopted their respective (median) values.
-The orbital period is related to the binary separation through Kepler's third law. Instead of the binary separation we computed the distance, 1 , from the center of the cool star to the inner Lagrangian point L 1 . For this we had to adopt a circular orbit and masses for both stars. We adopted M wd = 0.6 M and M rg = 1.4 M for the hot and the cool components respectively. These are typical values (see e.g. Schmutz et al. 1994; Schild et al. 1996 ). An increase in the total mass would have the effect of shifting 1 to slightly larger values: doubling the total mass, results in an increase of 1 by ∆ log( 1 ) = 0.1. Reversing the mass ratio has approximately the same effect, but in the opposite direction.
In Fig. 8 we show 1 vs. R for the systems of spectral type M. The diagram looks still similar to Fig. 7 (except for the confinement to spectral class M). The three dashed lines indicate the locii 1 = R, 1 = 2 · R, and 1 = 4 · R.
The systems clustering at the period limit are now located close to 1 = 2 · R, with only T CrB far below. Hence, the limit evidently corresponds to a configuration where the red giant's photosphere reaches about half way out to L 1 :
We therefore believe that the period limit is in fact a restriction to the radius of the red giant. Under these conditions the system should be well detached. If the photosphere of the cool giant further approaches the Lagrangian critical surface the symbiotic phenomenon either disappears or becomes short living. We speculate that dynamical mass exchange would start, leading to an object that is no more regarded as a symbiotic star.
On the other hand, the cool star in T CrB, according to Fig. 8 , fills its Roche lobe. This interpretation fits perfectly with its periodic light variations that are attributed to the ellipsoidal shape of the red giant due to the tidal distortions caused by the companion (e.g. Belczyński & Miko lajewska 1998) . Strong ellipsoidal light variations are rarely observed for symbiotic stars. T CrB is a peculiar symbiotic, in that it belongs at the same time also to the class of recurrent novae with fast, large amplitude outbursts. It differs also from other symbiotics by the fact that the hot companion is more massive than the cool giant. According to current mass transfer theories, this property prevents dynamically unstable Roche lobe overflow from the cool giant (see Belczyński & Miko lajewska 1998) . A similar but much weaker ellipticity effect has also been found in the light curve of EG And (Wilson & Vaccaro 1997) . This seems to suggest that R > 1 /2 for this object (e.g. R ≈ 0.8 1 when adopting a large inclination as expected for an eclipsing system) in contradiction with Fig. 8 . However, as discussed in Wilson & Vaccaro (1997) such a large radius for the red giant is in contradiction with current estimates for the distance of the EG And system. One possible solution of this problem could be, that radiation pressure lowers the effective surface gravity of the red giant, so that the tidal distortions are significantly enhanced and could therefore already be visible for R ≈ /2 (see e.g. Drechsel et al. 1995) .
There exist systems with 1 2 · R, but the symbiotic phenomena are possibly less pronounced unless the wider separation is compensated by another property (e.g. a higher luminosity of the white dwarf). In terms of orbital period, the widest systems lie on the dashed line in Fig. 7 . This line corresponds to a period P max = 1.20
There is possibly a tendency for the classical symbiotic variables (Z And type) to cluster closer to the P min limiting ratio than the symbiotic novae and those objects with less prominent outburst activity.
Evolutionary considerations
Elaborate theoretical studies on the formation and evolution of symbiotic systems have been made recently, e.g. by Yungelson et al. (1995) , Han et al. (1995) and Iben & Tutukov (1996) . These investigations provide a very comprehensive picture of our present understanding of these systems and they reproduce successfully many observed properties. However, they also show that much work still needs to be done in order to fully understand the interaction processes and the complex evolutionary phenomena in symbiotic systems.
We will not repeat the findings of the mentioned works but only address a few topics where our statistical analysis of the spectral types for the red giants in symbiotic systems may help clarifying the current understanding.
Where are the main-sequence accretors?
It is generally accepted that most symbiotic binaries are detached systems consisting of a red giant and a white dwarf. Accretion at a rate of 10 −9 to 10 −7 M /yr is probably due to capture from a wind emitted by the giant. The activity of the hot component is explained as nuclear burning of the accreted hydrogen-rich matter (e.g. Tutukov & Yungelson 1976) .
However, for very few systems a physically distinct model is often advocated: a binary system consisting of a Roche-lobe filling red giant and a low-mass main-sequence accretor (see e.g. Kenyon & Webbink 1984; Kenyon 1992) . With new observations this class has been shrinking and currently there are only very few systems left, like AX Per and CI Cyg, where comprehensive observational studies support, or at least do not exclude, this possiblity (e.g. Miko lajewska & Kenyon 1996b). We believe that a "normal", detached system with the white dwarf companion cannot be ruled out for AX Per nor CI Cyg. Because both systems are eclipsing the interpretation of the observational data is complicated due to the possible presence of obscuring matter in the orbital plane. In our periodspectral type and R − 1 -diagrams both, AX Per and CI Cyg, are located near the limiting line, in the midst of the other symbiotic systems. In particular, their location indicates that they are detached systems. Also, AX Per and CI Cyg do not show periodic (double wave per orbital period) photometric variations of ≈ 0. m 3 in the V -band as expected for a tidally distorted, Roche-lobe filling red giant.
These findings argue against the main sequence accretor model requiring very high mass transfer rates (Ṁ ∼ 10 −5 M /yr) in order to yield the high luminosity of the ionizing radiation source. Such high transfer rates are only expected for Roche-lobe overflow in a semi-detached system. Thus, we propose that AX Per and CI Cyg could be detached systems with white dwarf companions because they seem to obey the general 1 = 2 · R limit as well.
The controversy on the interpretation of the AX Per and CI Cyg systems also opens the more general question, whether a red giant with a main sequence accretor can indeed produce enough ionizing radiation for producing the higher excitation emission lines, which are characteristic for symbiotic binaries.
Distribution of periods
According to the previous sections the distribution of spectral types is strongly biased towards late spectral types. Further, we found the spectral types or the radii of the red giants to be correlated with the orbital periods, indicating that there exists a similar strong bias in the period distribution. In fact, the distribution of periods for symbiotic systems peaks around 2 years. No system is known with P < 200 days, and only 2 systems in Table 6 have a period above 4 years.
The short period cut-off for symbiotic systems is comparable to the period cut-off found for barium-star type binaries, indicating a close relationship. The barium-star type systems are composed of a red giant with an abundance anomaly (s-process elements enhanced) and a white dwarf (e.g. McClure & Woodsworth 1990; Jorissen & Mayor 1992) . The abundance peculiarity is explained by mass transfer from the companion which has undergone AGB-star evolution and is now a white dwarf. For shorter period double star systems such a phase of heavy mass transfer from a cool giant is probably dynamically unstable and will end up in a short period system (P 10 days) similar to catalcysmic binaries (e.g. Paczyński 1976; Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister 1979; Iben & Tutukov 1984) . Thus, the presence of a white dwarf naturally explains the paucity of short orbital periods (P < 1 year) for symbiotic and barium-star type binaries. In fact, there are several symbiotic systems known with a barium-star like abundance anomaly (e.g. Smith et al. 1996 Smith et al. , 1997 . If red giants with main sequence accretors are viable symbiotic binary models then it is not clear why there are no systems with shorter periods around 50 − 200 days.
Only few symbiotic systems with orbital period beyond 1500 days are known (see Table 4 ). This is in contrast to the barium-stars which show a period distribution extending well to 3000 days or even beyond (Jorissen 1997) . Selection effects for such a comparison are certainly important, particularly when considering that no periods are known for symbiotic miras. Nontheless, the available period distribution for the subsample of s-type symbiotic systems should be quite representative, and this shows a clear deficiency for long period systems when compared to barium stars. Possibly, the mass transfer and, in consequence, symbiotic activity is reduced for very large orbital separations corresponding to periods P > 1500 days, even for the quite rare case where the cool star reaches the large radius of a very late M giant of spectral type M6 or M7. Thus the strong peak in the spectral type distribution around M4 − M5 for the red giants in symbiotic systems reflects the orbital period distribution with its maximum around 500 to 700 days.
Symbiotic activity for much longer period systems is again possible if the cool giant has a substantially enhanced mass loss. Such strongly enhanced mass loss rates are observed for luminous AGB stars like the miravariables with dust shells. The corresponding class are the d-type symbiotic systems. Unfortunately, nothing firm is known about their period distribution. The expectation for the orbital periods are very long (P 20 years).
Discussion and conclusions
Symbiotic binaries are a heterogeneous class of objects. Therefore, the determination of system parameters turns out to be hampered often by some peculiar property of the individual object. This makes a statistical analysis of basic system parameters for symbiotic systems difficult. For example, there are entire subgroups, like the d-type symbiotics, for which we do not even know the orbital period of a single system. The spectral type of the red giant is certainly a parameter, which is most readily available. But even the determination of this parameter requires a careful assessment of the specialties of symbiotic spectra. So it is in most cases not possible to use the traditional classification criteria in the blue (photographic) spectral region, because there, the emission from the ionized nebula and/or from the hot component often dominates the spectrum. Even the use of the red spectral region may give erroneous results (see Sect. 3) if the veiling by the nebular emission is not taken properly into account.
We based our determination of spectral types on near-IR spectra of molecular bands. In this spectral region the above mentioned problems can often be avoided, because the red giant spectrum is much more prominent and the nebular emission is in most cases negligible. Nonetheless, the diversity of symbiotic systems requires still a special treatment for some objects. For instance, we had to use blue spectra for giants with earlier spectral types having no molecular bands in the near IR. Still, a few of the observed systems escaped classification because the red giant is heavily obscured by dust and no spectral features are visible in the 4000 − 9000Å region.
We determined the spectral type of the cool giant in about 100 symbiotic systems. Together with literature data we collected classifications in about 170 systems. This is unique in the sense that no other parameter is known for almost the complete sample of symbiotic systems, including all subgroups.
Our study further supports and elucidates the finding that the red giants in symbiotic systems are strongly biased towards late spectral types. While the frequency of M subtypes in the solar neighbourhood is decreasing from M0 to M8, the distribution of the symbiotic systems peaks at M5. Similarly, the relative frequency of mira variables is 6 times larger in symbiotic systems. For M-giants late spectral types are associated with large stellar radii, with extended atmospheres, and with heavy mass loss. The predominance of very late M-giants in symbiotic systems indicates that these properties are key ingredients for triggering symbiotic activity.
A major result of this study is the strong correlation between the spectral type of the cool giant and the orbital period. The distribution of objects in the spectral type -orbital period diagram indicates that there exists for a given spectral type a lower limit for the orbital period, which is about 250 d for spectral type M1, 560 d for M4, and 1260 d for M7. Only one system, the recurrent novae T CrB, lies clearly below this limit, suggesting that its very individual properties may be related to this exceptional feature.
Very interesting conclusions emerge when the spectral types and the orbital periods are converted into photospheric radii and critical Roche lobe radii, respectively. We find that the limiting line from the spectral type -orbital period diagram is practically identical with the relation 1 = 2 · R, where 1 is the distance from the center of the cool giant to the Lagrangian point L 1 , and R is the red giant's radius. This strongly suggests that at least most symbiotic systems are well detached. A large fraction of the systems cluster close to the 1 = 2 · R limit, suggesting that this configuration is ideal for producing strong and long-lived symbiotic activity on the companion.
The present catalogue of spectral types for the cool giants in symbiotic systems may provide an important input for further statistical studies. Spectroscopic parallaxes based on the spectral types could provide a better assessment of the space frequency and the galactic distribution of symbiotic systems. In particular a comparison with related objects, like barium star type binaries or planetary nebulae with double star nuclei could clarify the evolutionary status and the interaction processes of symbiotic systems.
